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a b s t r a c t

Water-related crisis represents one of the significant challenges of the rapidly growing
world population. This study demonstrates an example of the novel technology of Non-
Thermal Plasma (NTP) wastewater treatment for its sustainable recovery and reuse in
agriculture. NTP treatment of wastewater not only causes microbial decontamination
but produces Reactive Oxygen and Nitrogen Species (RONS), which can consequently
improve seed germination and plant growth. We investigated the effects of the new
Fountain Dielectric Barrier Discharge air plasma reactor for the treatment of bulk quan-
tity water contaminated by Staphylococcus epidermidis or Escherichia coli bacteria. Then,
employing the treated water for barley seed germination showed >20% enhancement
compared to using tap water. The inactivation of bacteria in water was determined in
dependence on pH, Oxidation-Reduction Potential, and correlated with chemical RONS
produced in the water (hydrogen peroxide, nitrites, and especially nitrates). By utilizing
the Responses Surface Methodology, we identified the optimal plasma treatment time
per litre required for efficient RONS production and bactericidal effect in the wastewater
treatment, which was linearly scalable with water volume. After the optimum plasma
treatment time, a sharp drop in pH, and the concentrations of nitrites and hydrogen
peroxide were observed, which is related to the peroxynitrite formation leading to the
significant bacterial reduction up to 7-log.
©2023 TheAuthors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CCBY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

As the world population continues to grow at an alarming rate, several global challenges are emerging, among them
eing the water crisis. Climate change is causing water-related hazards such as droughts and floods that occur more
requently across the globe, while access to safe drinking water remains a critical issue in many countries. The World
ealth Organization recently reported that roughly two billion people use drinking water sources contaminated by faecal
atter and microbial contamination, leading to around 485,000 fatalities annually (Anon, 2022). The 2018 edition of the
nited Nations World Water Development Report forecasts that almost six billion people will suffer from clean water
carcity by 2050. In the meantime, the global demand for water is expected to rise sharply in the next two decades,
specially in agriculture, which accounts for the largest demand sector. The global demand for water for agricultural
ctivities is predicted to increase by 60% by 2025 (Alberto and Lorenzo, 2019). To address these challenges, a lot of
esearch is focusing on wastewater treatment as a resource to balance water demand across various sectors, including
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agriculture. However, conventional wastewater treatment methods have several disadvantages, such as non-reactive
chemical residues, low efficiency against some organic and biological pollutants, high running costs, and the emission
of pollutants such as dioxins into the environment (Gururani et al., 2021). To overcome these limitations of conventional
wastewater treatment methods, great scientific efforts are being put into the establishment of advanced oxidation
processes for treating wastewater and microbial inactivation, such as photo-Fenton techniques, photocatalysis, ozonation,
electrochemical reactions, irradiation technology, and non-thermal plasma technology, or their combinations (Barjasteh
et al., 2021; Ameta and Ameta, 2018).

Non-thermal plasma (NTP) technology is emerging as a sustainable solution to address some of these challenges.
lasma, which is the fourth state of matter, is a mixture of positive and negative ions, electrons, photons, and neutral
articles. NTP (also referred to as cold plasma) is distinguished from thermal plasma by having much higher electron
nergy than that of ions and neutral particles, while keeping the overall gas temperature close to room temperature.
damovich et al. outlined NTP science as a sustainable technology that has made a significant impact on various
pplications in industry and society such as plasma medicine, plasma pollutant control, plasma agriculture and innovative
ood cycles (Bogaerts et al., 2020; Puač et al., 2018). It should be highlighted that the most impactful current NTP
pplications in industry have no alternative (Adamovich et al., 2022).
Plasma-Activated Water (PAW) can be generated through direct or indirect NTP interactions with water. The treatment

r application of cold plasma above or inside water initiates many reactions in surrounding environment above and
nside water without the involvement of added chemicals. Compared to Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOP), PAW
echnology offers some advantages for wastewater treatment, including the ability to control various physical, chemical,
nd biological parameters of water such as pH, salinity (Ekanayake et al., 2021), conductivity, Oxidation-Reduction
otential (ORP), turbidity, hardness (Aka et al., 2022), chemical contaminants (Magureanu et al., 2015; Wardenier et al.,
019), and microbial load (Patinglag et al., 2021). Additionally, cold plasma treatment enriches water with produced
eactive Oxygen and Nitrogen Species (RONS). The RONS in PAW usually include long-lived species, such as nitrates
NO−

3 ), nitrites (NO−

2 ), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), with corresponding typical half-lifetimes of years, days, and hours,
espectively, and short-lived ones such as hydroxyl radicals (OH•), nitric oxide (NO•), superoxide (O−

2 ), peroxynitrate
(OONO−

2 ), and peroxynitrite (ONOO−) with sub-second lifetimes (Thirumdas et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018). These plasma-
generated reactive chemical species transported in PAW play a crucial role in different biological applications of PAW
such as: cancer cell treatment (Harley et al., 2020), dentistry (Milhan et al., 2022), wound healing (Xu et al., 2020b),
disinfecting the spoilage microorganisms and foodborne pathogens on food products for the reduction of post-harvest
losses, and production of safer foods, as well as to replace the traditional chemical sanitizing solutions applied for
disinfection (Thirumdas et al., 2018; Herianto et al., 2023). Mixture of various plasma-generated reactive oxygen species
(ROS) including singlet molecular oxygen 1O2, in bio-contaminants inactivation during wastewater disinfection have been
demonstrated to have better antimicrobial ability than a mimicked solution of single ROS (Xu et al., 2022).

Moreover, the RONS in PAW have been demonstrated to have significant beneficiary effects in agriculture applications.
PAW operates as a green fertilizer better than synthetic chemical fertilizer (Zhang et al., 2017). The plasma-induced
RONS might be utilized to enhance seed germination (Šerá et al., 2021), seedling growth (Ndiffo Yemeli et al., 2021),
promote plant growth (Rathore et al., 2022), maintain the quality of postharvest (Xu et al., 2016), preservation of fruits and
vegetables (Soni et al., 2021), and controlling plant diseases and pests (Bertaccini et al., 2017). The use of PAW technology
has the potential to significantly contribute to reducing global warming, since currently, the fertilizer production accounts
for approximately 1.2% of the global energy consumption (Ghavam et al., 2021), and the use of fossil fuels as the primary
feedstock for traditional Haber-Bosch ammonia production results in about 1.4% of global carbon dioxide emissions
annually (MacFarlane et al., 2020). PAW technology also offers an alternative to traditional fertilizer production: the
reactive nitrogen species present in PAW can serve as a green liquid fertilizer for seed germination and plant growth. Gao
et al. have suggested in a recent comprehensive review that PAW technology can be used as a sustainable and sanitation
method for the water system (Gao et al., 2022a). In fact, using PAW technology for wastewater treatment can catch four
birds with one stone: (1) treatment of chemical water pollutants, (2) treatment of biological water contaminations, (3)
producing nitrogen fertilizer without using chemical agents in water, and (4) by using local renewable electricity, it also
avoids CO2 emissions. Therefore, PAW technology development represents a huge potential for the total environment
protection.

Despite its simplicity, eco-friendliness, economy, and ease of use in various physical conditions, such as ambient
temperature and pressure, PAW technology still faces technological challenges in terms of process optimization and
scale-up (Adamovich et al., 2022). The efficiency of plasma-chemical activation of large volumes of water is hindered
by the limited transfer of gaseous reactive species to water (Gao et al., 2022b). Various plasma setups have been reported
for PAW generation, such as corona discharge (Grabowski et al., 2007), gliding arc discharge (Terebun et al., 2021),
transient spark (Machala et al., 2013), microwave plasmas (Qian et al., 2020), plasma jets, and Dielectric Barrier Discharges
(DBD) (Judée et al., 2018). Hybrid plasma discharge, produced by two simultaneous plasma discharges, has been reported
to improve energy efficiency (Hadinoto et al., 2023), but the total RONS concentrations were insufficient for high bacterial
inactivation in the high-volume (more than 2 litre) PAW generation. Bubble-enhanced cold plasma activation is another
method that can enhance energy efficiency in plasma activation. Gao et al. reported a bubble-plasma system using a
plasma jet and venturi tube, but for a bulk quantity of water the RONS concentrations just reached a few ppm (Gao et al.,

2022b).
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In this study, we utilized a novel DBD reactor with the capability to process relatively large wastewater volumes. To
imulate bio-contaminated wastewater, we contaminated regular tap water with Gram-negative bacteria Escherichia coli
r Gram-positive bacteria Staphylococcus epidermidis. E. coli is a strong indicator of sewage or animal waste pollution
n water, potentially harbouring numerous disease-causing organisms and present in untreated water and food. S.
pidermidis, mainly linked to human skin and mucous membranes, primarily contaminates wastewater through human-
elated activities, including the introduction of materials originating from humans into wastewater systems via various
hannels like domestic, hospital, healthcare, and industrial wastewater. Because of the antibiotic resistance genes and the
bility to form biofilms, S. epidermidis bacteria contamination is more difficult to treat (Siciliano et al., 2023), therefore in
his study, we prioritize the treatment of wastewater contaminated by S. epidermidis bacteria. Therefore, all the bacteria
eduction data are referred to S. epidermidis unless specified for E. coli in the results section. The contaminated water
as treated with the DBD reactor to remove contaminants and transfer RONS into the water for PAW production. We
hen compared the germination rate of barley seeds soaked in the plasma-treated contaminated water to those soaked
n fresh water. We utilized Response Surface Methodology (RSM) to determine the optimum plasma treatment time for
he maximum RONS production and bacteria reduction by varying the experimental conditions.

. Materials and methods

.1. Plasma-activated water setup

A Fountain Dielectric Barrier Discharge (FDBD) reactor was designed to treat bulk quantity of water at relatively
igh flow rates (up to 2.3 l min−1). The flowing pattern of water in the FDBD reactor resembles a fountain. Water is
umped upward and then falls from the top of the central electrode tube laminarly on its outer circumference and passes
hrough the microdischarge area. Fig. 1 shows the FDBD reactor with the liquid flowing in the direction of arrows. The
AW setup includes the FDBD reactor, water pump, water tank, high voltage AC transformer (15 kV, 20 kHz), variable
utotransformer (variac), and DC power supply (24 V DC) for the water pump. The FDBD reactor has a coaxial cylindrical
hape. A (200 × 30 mm) quartz tube with 1.5 mm thickness was used between the electrodes as the dielectric and the
ap distance was around 4 mm. The inner electrode was a copper tube with 170 × 22 mm dimensions. Aluminium foil
sed as the external electrode covered the quartz tube in the length around 13 cm.
The FDBD reactor design has some similarities with the falling film DBD reactor used by Kovacevic et al. but is different

rom several points of view. In the falling film DBD reactor (Kovačević et al., 2017), the inner tube features double walls
hat entirely separate the inner grounded electrode from the liquid. The falling film DBD reactor comprises a Pyrex tube
ith a double dielectric barrier between the electrodes, while the FDBD reactor has a single dielectric and lacks a grounded
lectrode. Moreover, a peristaltic pump is employed in a batch process in the falling film reactor, with distilled water being
umped at a constant flow rate, and the liquid is accumulated and transferred into the reactor again for longer plasma
reatment time. Conversely, our FDBD reactor has a continuous circulation system with variable flow rates of wastewater
nd is a closed system without any gas injection, unlike the falling film DBD reactor, which features a gas injecting system.
he closed system of the FDBD reactor, which does not have gas injection or exhaust, allows both plasma gas and water to
xit through a single line, which enhances the chances of interaction during the entire process. Due to these differences,
he FDBD reactor exhibits a higher yield of RONS formation in less plasma treatment time and consumes less power than
he falling film DBD reactor.

In our FDBD reactor, water flows in the central tube electrode upward vertically and falls dawn on the outer surface of
he electrode, where it interacts with the DBD plasma. The large diameter of the central electrode not only provides a vast
ange of variation for water circulation flow rate in the reactor, but also laminar flow through the gap distance. The water
low rate during circulation in the reactor varied from 0.9 to 2.3 l min−1 as a main process parameter in the experiments.
he variac attached to the AC high voltage neon transformer allows us to smoothly change the applied input voltage
nd the discharge power. The input voltage as a main parameter in the PAW generation was varied between 120–220 V
n 5 levels. The duration of interaction between plasma and recirculating water defined as the plasma treatment time,
hich is another main parameter in our experiments. Statistical analysis of the main parameters was carried out using the
esponses Surface Methodology (RSM) in the central composite Design of Experiment (DOE) by the Minitab 19 program
oftware.

.2. Physical characterization of the plasma

Measurement of the plasma gas temperature and diagnostics of the reactive species generated in the plasma zone were
erformed using Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES). Compact emission spectrometer Avantes AvaSpec-Mini4096CL
wavelength range 200–1100 nm, spectral resolution 0.5–0.7 nm) was used to collect the plasma emissions from the
op of the FDBD reactor.

From the economical point of view, the total power consumption of the system is important. The total power
onsumption of the FDBD reactor was measured using a power meter Metex 3860M directly from the plug during
he experiments. The voltage amplitude applied to the electrodes at different input voltages was measured using an

scilloscope and two high voltage probes with an attenuation ratio 1:1000. We used one high-voltage probe to measure
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the experimental set up.

he voltage between the electrodes and another high voltage probe to measure the applied voltage on the equivalent
apacitor (Vc) in the FDBD reactor. Various Lissajous figures were recorded by the oscilloscope Tektronix TBS2000 series,
hen the supplied voltage signals from both high voltage probes were driven into X-Y representation of two oscilloscope
hannels, to determine the power consumption by the plasma discharge. The area inside the closed Lissajous curve
orresponds to the energy dissipated by the discharge per period. The transported charges in the discharge are determined
ndirectly through a 560 pF circuit equivalent capacitor, Ce. The voltage across Ce is proportional to the transported charge
n the discharge, while the applied voltage is adequately high to cause breakdown in the gap. Thus, the average power
issipated in the discharge per cycle, P, can be calculated as follows:

P =
1
T

∫ T

0
V .Idt = f

∫ T

0
V .Ce.

dVc

dt
dt = f .

∮
V .dqc = f .S (1)

Where f and S are the frequency applied and the area of Lissajous figure, respectively.

2.3. PAW effects on bacteria and seeds

Bacteria Suspension (BS) (i.e. bacteria contaminated water) for each experiment was prepared by mixing one litre of
tap water with 10 ml of the bacteria sample. Bacteria sample of Gram-positive Staphylococcus epidermidis (ATCC 35984)
or Gram-negative E. Coli (CCM 3954) was suspended in water in the planktonic form with an initial population of about
108 colony forming units per ml (CFU ml−1). The procedure of preparing samples for both bacteria was the same. The
bacteria samples were prepared by the dissolution of bacteria cultivated on sterile liquid nutrient (Lauria–Bertani broth,
Biolab). After overnight cultivation (∼18 h at 37 ◦C) bacteria were active and vital in the stationary phase. The bacterial
samples were diluted 1:10 in tap water to prepare BS then treated by the FDBD reactor at different plasma treatment time
following the DOE conditions. The number of bacteria cells in the suspension was evaluated immediately after plasma
treatment by counting CFUs cultivated on agar plates (Lauria–Bertani agar, Biolab) for 16–18 h at 37 ◦C. Just after the
experiment, bacteria were diluted several times into deionized water to stop the plasma agents’ activity. They were then
spread on agar plates in Petri dishes and incubated overnight. The standard CFU cultivation method was employed. Values
of 1, 2, 3 decadic log reduction of bacteria population correspond to the inactivation of 90%, 99%, 99.9% of the bacteria,
respectively. Bacterial experiments were conducted in 4 repetitions.

Besides its antibacterial properties, the produced PAW can also be used as a fertilizer. Barley seeds were used as model
seeds to investigate the effects of PAW on germination. In vitro cultivation of the seeds was performed on filter paper in
Petri dishes. Four Petri dishes per variant were cultivated. The seed cultivation was performed in the laboratory condition
4
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Table 1
Electrical characterizations of the FDBD reactor versus different input voltages.
Input
voltage (V)

f
(kHz) ± 0.1

Voltage
amplitude
(kV) ± 0.1

Vpp
(kV) ± 0.1

Area of
Lissajous
figures
(mCV)

Plasma power
consumption
(W)

Total power
consumption
(W)

120 18.7 6.7 13.0 2.7 ± 0.3 51 ± 6 130 ± 2
140 18.9 6.9 13.75 3.2 ± 0.4 60 ± 8 150 ± 2
170 19.2 7.1 14 3.7 ± 0.3 71 ± 6 190 ± 4
200 19.4 7.3 14.5 4.6 ± 0.4 89 ± 8 230 ± 5
220 19.5 7.4 14.75 5.2 ± 0.4 100 ± 8 270 ± 5

(dark chamber at temperature 22 ± 1 ◦C, 4 days). Samples of 30 seeds were placed in Petri dishes containing two layers of
filter paper below and on the seeds. The seeds were soaked using 4 ml of the obtained PAW (prepared from BS) for each
Petri dish. The number of germinated seeds was observed and recorded every day until the fourth day. The germination
percentages of barley seeds were measured and compared with control samples provided from using normal tap water
or bacteria contaminated water (BS). The emergence of radicles elongated more than 2 mm from the seed coat was taken
as the criteria for germination. Germination percentage of barley seeds were calculated as following:

Germination rate (%) =
N1

N0
× 100% (2)

Where N0 is the total number of seeds in each group and N1 is the number of germinated seeds.

2.4. Chemical analysis of PAW

pH, Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP) and temperature were monitored for each plasma treated BS sample using a
portable pH/ORP meter (WTW 3110, Weilheim, Germany). Electrical Conductivity (EC) of PAW samples was measured by
Digital Conductivity Meter GMH 3430.

H2O2 concentration was measured by titanium oxy-sulfate (TiOSO4) assay in acidic conditions (4 g l−1 TiOSO4 1:1 with
concentrated H2SO4) (Lukes et al., 2014). H2O2 and Ti4+ reacts to form per-titanic acid H2TiO4, which is a yellow-coloured
complex having absorption maximum at 407 nm. To prevent the decomposition of H2O2 by NO−

2 in acidic conditions, the
AW samples were stabilized by sodium azide NaN3 (60 mM) immediately after the plasma treatment experiments. The
olume ratio for the measurement of H2O2 concentration were NaN3: sample: TiOSO4 reagent = 1:10:5.
NO−

2 and NO−

3 concentrations were obtained by using Griess reagents in acidic conditions. Nitrites (NO−

2 ) react with
riess reagents to form a purple azo compound with the absorption maximum at 540 nm (Machala et al., 2013).
Concentration of NO−

3 was evaluated by subtracting NO−

2 concentration from the total NO−

x concentration. The total
O−

x concentration was evaluated by using 10 mM 2,6-xylenol and acid (H2SO4:H3PO4 as 1:1) mixture as the reagent. The
0 mM xylenol mixture was prepared by adding 122.16 mg of 2,6-xylenol to 100 ml of 10% glacial acetic acid. The used
olume ratio of sample: acid:xylenol was 1:8:1. The absorption maximum was recorded between 290 nm and 350 nm.
control sample was prepared with de-ionized water with the same procedure. The absorption maximum was recorded
etween 290 nm and 350 nm after subtracting the control in this region. The maximum peak is directly proportional
o the concentration of NO−

x . Finally, NO
−

3 concentration was obtained by subtracting NO−

2 concentration from NO−

x
oncentration (Veronico et al., 2021; Moorcroft et al., 2001).

. Results and discussion

.1. Plasma characterization

The primary external control parameter for generating the plasma discharge is the applied voltage. Typical electrical
arameters, such as voltage and current waveforms, and Lissajous figures for discharge power measurement at different
nput voltages are plotted in Fig. 2. The applied frequency (f), maximum peak-to-peak value (VPP), and the amplitude
f the sinusoidal voltage given by the power supply in the experiments were varied in the range (18–20) kHz, (13–15)
V, and (6–8) kV by the variac at different input voltages, respectively. The sinusoidal voltage and current are shown in
ig. 2(a).
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the area of Lissajous curve was slightly increased with the increase in the input voltage applied

o the FDBD reactor. Table 1 shows the total power consumption, plasma power consumption, and characterization of
he applied voltage and frequency on the electrodes at different input voltages in the FDBD reactor. The total power
onsumption of the system includes plasma power consumption, water pump consumption, and heat losses of the system.
The main heat loss mechanism in the system is related to the dissipated power in the water. The water temperature

imeline was recorded for the total volume of 1 l and 3 l water treatment (Fig. 3) using the FDBD. In the process of

roducing PAW, around 40% of energy is consumed as the plasma discharge power, and approximately 26%, 29%, and

5
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Fig. 2. (a) Voltage-current waveforms at the 220 V input voltage, (b) Lissajous curves at the different input voltages with electrode gap distance
4 mm (the water flow rate was held at 1750 ml min−1).

Fig. 3. Temperature timeline for 1 l and 3 l volume of plasma treated water by the FDBD reactor.

5% are dissipated as the water heating, reactor heating, and the water pump consumption, respectively. For example, for
producing 1 l PAW with 20 min treatment time, the total consumed energy is around 342 kJ, from which around 137 kJ
is related to plasma discharge energy, and 89 kJ is lost as water heating.

The identification various emissive reactive species and radicals present in air DBD plasma with water was performed
by analysing their emission spectra, as shown in Fig. 4. As typical with atmospheric air NTP, N2 emission spectra were
dominant. Fig. 4(a) shows a high intensity emission of N2 second positive system (SPS), corresponding to transition from
excitation level C3Πu to B3Πg, along with a very weak intensity OH (A2Σ+

−X2Π3/2) emission system. OH radicals were
formed typically from water vapour present in the air plasma, and play crucial roles in bactericidal effects of the produced
PAW. The presence of N2 SPS emission indicate the presence of energetic electrons that initiate ionizations in the FDBD
reactor, because the excitation energy threshold for level C3Πu is above 11 eV. Thus, excited N2 have enough energy to
dissociate O2 molecules resulting in the generation of atomic O, hence subsequent formation of O3, NO and NO2.

Experimental spectra of N2 SPS emitted in air discharge are used for plasma temperature evaluation, since they enable
to determine rotational Tr and vibrational Tν temperatures by fitting them with the simulated spectra. We used Specair
software for spectral simulation (Laux, 2002). One of the best experimental spectra fit with the simulated ones is shown
in Fig. 4(b) with Tr = 700 K. Considering fast collisional relaxation at atmospheric pressure, the gas temperature Tg equals
with Tr. Vibrational temperature, Tv ≫ Tr, indicates the non-equilibrium plasma conditions. It was measured by multiple
N2 SPS bands as shown on Fig. 4(c). Although, the vibrational temperature may not be well defined since vibrational states
do not follow the Boltzmann distribution in strongly non-equilibrium conditions (Machala et al., 2007). Finally, N2 first
positive system (B3Πg−A1Σ+

u ) and a weak emission of atomic N and O radicals as can be observed in the Vis-NIR spectral
region in Fig. 4(d).
6
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Fig. 4. Typical emission spectra of the FDBD reactor in UV region (corrected for the spectrometer’s spectral response). Gap: 4 mm; f: 19.4 kHz;
input voltage: 220 V. (a) N2 second positive system (SPS) spectrum, (b) a high intensity emission of N2 SPS 0–0 vibrational band fitted with the
imulated spectrum, (c) multiple N2 SPS bands fitted to estimate vibrational temperature, and (d) emission of N2 first positive system and atomic
and O lines.

.2. RONS and physicochemical properties of PAW

The experimental conditions according to the Design of Experiment (DOE) with subsequent responses are listed in
able 2. The initial value of pH, ORP and EC for tap water and bacteria contaminated water are mentioned in Table 2 as
ell. Then, using Responses Surface Methodology (RSM) the optimum parameter area for each response was determined.
Contour plots for different responses using the RSM analysis were studied to find out the optimum parameter area

f the plasma treatment time, plasma input voltage and water circulation flow rate in the FDBD reactor as the main
arameters of the experiments. From the economical point of view, plasma treatment time is the main parameter which
ust be minimized because it plays the main role in the total electrical power consumption for PAW generation by

he FDBD reactor. However, some of the responses do not show any optimum area. For example, increasing the plasma
reatment time and the power cause monotonous decrease of pH, and increase ORP and EC, which is confirmed by previous
eports on other typical PAW properties (Canal et al., 2019; Machala et al., 2013).

Fig. 5 shows the contour plots of the produced long-lived RONS concentrations obtained in the PAW samples. The
aximum concentration of H2O2 (≈7 mg l−1) was achieved in around 20 min plasma treatment time while the input
oltage was held on the maximum value 220 V (Fig. 5(a)). In Fig. 5(b) concentrations of nitrites have practically the same
ehaviour as H2O2 concentration versus plasma treatment time and input voltage. Both NO−

2 and H2O2 concentrations
eached their maximum levels at a certain plasma treatment time with maximum input voltage, and after that their
oncentrations decreased for longer treatment times. These rise and fall pattern behaviours are due to the mutual
eaction between nitrites and H2O2 which leads to their decay under acidic conditions and proceeds to the formation of
eroxynitrous acid (O = NOOH) or its conjugate base peroxynitrite anion (O = NOO−) (Machala et al., 2013) summarized
s:

NO−
+ H O + H+

→ O = NOOH + H O (3)
2 2 2 2

7
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Table 2
Design of experiments according to the central composite of DOE.
Run order Treatment

time (min)
Flow rate
(l min−1)

Input
voltage (V)

pH ± 0.1 ORP ± 0.5
(mV)

EC ± 5
(µS/cm)

1 10 2.1 200 7.06 6 674
2 20 1.75 120 7.28 −5.7 709
3 30 2.1 200 3.1 223 950
4 20 1.75 170 7.15 1 693
5 37 1.75 170 3.68 191.2 823
6 20 1.75 170 6.88 16.2 706
7 10 2.1 140 7.25 −4 661
8 10 1.3 200 7.19 −1 641
9 20 1.75 170 6.96 11.8 693
10 20 2.5 170 6.76 22.4 728
11 10 1.3 140 7.41 −12.4 665
12 30 2.1 140 6.47 39.1 716
13 30 1.3 140 6.14 57 715
14 20 1.75 220 3.91 178.8 773
15 3 1.75 170 7.42 −13.4 654
16 20 0.9 170 6.86 16.9 700
17 30 1.3 200 3.03 226.9 955
18 20 1.75 170 6.96 11.9 690
19 20 1.75 170 7.01 7 687
20 20 1.75 170 6.92 13.9 682
Tap Water (TW) control 7.77 −32.7 425
Bacteria Suspension (BS) control 7.70 −29.0 630

For NO−

2 only, there is another maximum at treatment time >35 min at input voltage of 180 V, which must be related
to enhanced gaseous NOx and HNOx formation as the temperature increases for longer treatment times, and correlates
ith NO−

3 plot (Fig. 5(c)). Also, higher temperature accelerates the reaction (3), leading to a stronger depletion of H2O2
hile NO−

2 are in excess. Peroxynitrites are strong oxidants with an intense bactericidal effect, and they may significantly
ontribute to the bacteria inactivation process induced by air plasma in water. Measurement of temporal evolution of
2O2 and NO−

2 concentrations in plasma treated water showed that they progressively decreased with plasma treatment
ime (Fig. 5(a) and (b)), supporting the involvement of H2O2 in the decay of NO−

2 via peroxynitrite mechanism. ONOO−

ubsequently decay into the final product nitrates NO−

3 . This is supported by the results shown in Fig. 5(c) that demonstrate
significant increase in the concentrations of NO−

3 after 20 min plasma treatment time, which confirms the expected pH-
ependent reaction between nitrites and H2O2 taking place in the PAW. NO−

3 are also additionally formed by direct NO−

2
isproportionation in acidic conditions without involvement of H2O2 (Lukes et al., 2014). The formation of NO−

2 and NO−

3
n the PAW due to dissolution of plasma-formed gaseous NOx and HNOx in water leads to the decrease of pH, as shown in
ig. 5(d). The evaluation of pH contour plot shows that it slightly decreases from the initial value of 7.7 to 5 before 20 min
lasma treatment time, and then it suddenly falls below 3–4 after this critical point. All these contour plots indicate that
he optimum area of the main parameters of PAW generation per 1 litre treated water using the FDBD reactor can be
xpected in the plasma treatment time and input voltage around 20 min and 220 V, respectively.
In addition, there is an optimum point in water flow rate parameter to achieve the maximum RONS concentrations

≈1750 ml min−1) which is shown in Fig. 5(e) and (f). Any change in water flow rate can result in variation of the water
ayer thickness on the central electrode and it may subsequently change the gap distance and excitation energy of the
lasma in the FDBD reactor. The following results were obtained with a fixed 1750 ml min−1 water flow rate to find more
bout plasma treatment time effects.

.3. Antibacterial effects and germination enhancement

Inactivation efficiency of bacteria suspended in the water treated directly by the FDBD plasma reactor correlates with
he RONS generation in the liquid. The disinfection efficiency against bacteria is mainly attributed to the oxidative stress
nduced by reactive oxygen species in PAW. Fig. 6 shows the EC and ORP contour plots (Fig. 6(a) and (b)) which have
ery similar behaviours with the bactericidal efficacy contour plot (Fig. 6(c)). It is generally established that the integrity
f cell membrane, as well as the cell internal components and structure can be damaged by the oxidative stress induced
y PAW (Xu et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2013).
Our results show that the bactericidal effect of PAW increased with the plasma treatment time and input voltage. The

actericidal effect of PAW has a similar trend with the NO−

3 , pH, EC and ORP contour plots (Figs. 5(b), (c) and 6(a), (b),
c)). The NTP inactivation process exhibits a synergistic antimicrobial effect with RONS in the presence of acidic pH. These
esults agree with previous reports that the acidic environment combined with plasma agents, with a special role of the
utual reaction of H2O2 and nitrites (Eq. (3)) leading to ONOOH, hence to OH and NO−

2 radicals, lead to the bacterial
nactivation (Machala et al., 2013, 2018; Zhang et al., 2016). The cell membrane peroxidation by RONS is probably the

rimary mechanism in plasma bio-decontamination (Machala et al., 2013, 2018).

8
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(

Fig. 5. H2O2 , NO−

2 and NO−

3 concentrations and pH contour plots versus input voltage (V), treatment time (min) and water flow rate (l min−1).
(a)–(d) contours depicted from data at water flow rate 1.75 and 2.1 l min−1 , and (e)–(f) at treatment time 20 min by the Minitab program).

Besides extensive analysis of the aqueous RONS formed in the PAW and its antibacterial effects in relation to the
aqueous RONS, we examined the PAW effects on barley seeds germination as a representative agricultural application
of PAW. Using normal control tap water and control water contaminated with S. epidermidis bacteria (bacterial solution,
BS) and 4 repetitions, the germination percentage was 60% and 45%, respectively. It means that under our experimental
conditions, the presence of S. epidermidis bacteria led to a decrease in seed germination. The effects of PAW treatment
on the seed germination are presented in Fig. 6(d). In general, when the seeds were soaked by the PAW, the germination
percentage increased by up to 20%, and in the highest case reached to 90%. The PAW prepared with maximum input
voltage and after the optimum point of plasma treatment time (≥20 min) increased germination percentage of barley
seeds up to 80%. It should be noted that the PAW antibacterial properties lead to the prevention of reduced seed
germination caused by contamination of wastewater with S. epidermidis bacteria.
9
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Fig. 6. ORP, EC, bacterial reduction and germination % contour plots versus main parameters (treatment time and input voltage) for 1750 ml min−1

ater flow rate.

.4. Optimum point in plasma treatment time and scale-up tests

.4.1. RONS concentrations
The RSM investigation of the FDBD reactor operation showed that the optimum parametric area of the PAW

reatment experiments appears on input voltage, water circulation flow rate and plasma treatment time around 220 V,
750 ml min−1, and 20 min, respectively. After finding the optimum parameter area, several experiments were repeated
t the optimum flow rate and plasma input voltage to retrieve the exact behaviour of the FDBD reactor at different plasma
reatment times for 1 l bacteria suspension (BS) treatment. We also repeated the experiments for 3 l BS to test a potential
cale-up effect on the optimum point of plasma treatment time. Fig. 7 shows the concentrations of RONS obtained from
and 3 l BS plasma treatment with the FDBD reactor. To better show in this figure, the concentrations of nitrites and
itrates were multiplied by 0.1 and 0.01, respectively. The error bars in the experimental points represent the standard
eviations from 4 repetitions data set. For longer treatment times than the optimum point (20 min) for 1 l BS, as shown
n Fig. 7(a), the concentrations of nitrites and H2O2 were obviously decreased while NO−

3 concentrations were increased,
hich is due to the significant effects of the peroxynitrite mechanism and NO−

2 disproportionation after the optimum
oint.
The mechanism of nitrites and nitrates formation in water is the result of dissolution of nitrogen oxides and HNOx

ormed in air plasma by reactions of dissociated N2 and O2 and OH radicals. It assumes that the difference in the
oncentrations of NO−

2 and NO−

3 measured in the plasma treated solutions is a result of subsequent post-discharge
eactions leading to disproportionation of nitrites into nitrates occurring under acidic conditions, and peroxynitrite
onversion to nitrates. Although the trend of the RONS concentration curves for plasma treatment of both 1 and 3 l
S using the FDBD reactor was the same, the 1 l plasma treatment time needs to be multiplied by 3 to obtain the same
alue of concentrations as in the case of 3 l BS plasma treatment. Therefore, the optimum plasma treatment time in the
ase of 3 l BS was determined at 60 min (Fig. 7(b)). We may expect that for even greater volumes of PAW generation using
he same FDBD reactor, the optimum plasma treatment time (20 min for 1 l) for the same water flow rate 1750 ml min−1

an be found by linear scaling by the water volume.
10
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Fig. 7. Nitrite (NO−

2 ), nitrate (NO−

3 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) concentrations measured in (a) 1 l bacteria suspension, and (b) 3 l bacteria
suspension, after plasma treatment using the FDBD reactor.

3.4.2. Bactericidal effect
Fig. 8 displays the bacteria log reduction, ORP, and pH values obtained from 1- and 3-litre BS plasma treatment in

the FDBD reactor. The bacterial concentration was measured as 1.35 × 107 CFU ml−1 on average for the control group.
As shown in Fig. 8(a) for both bacteria samples E. coli or S. epidermidis, the bacterial reduction results using the FDBD
reactor are very similar. For 1 l BS, a significant bactericidal effect of PAW was achieved, with up to a 6-log reduction in
S. epidermidis or E. coli population after 20 min of plasma treatment time. The standard deviation from four repetitions is
indicated as the error bar in the bacterial results, but the error bars for the pH and ORP measurement were insignificant.
This same trend was repeated in case of 3 l BS treatment after 60 min plasma treatment time (Fig. 8(b)). Apparently, the
bactericidal effect of plasma treated solutions was accompanied by the significant changes in pH and ORP.

Our findings indicate that the overall bactericidal effect of air plasma discharge involves the synergistic effect of
nitrites and peroxides under acidic conditions, which is consistent with our previous research (Soni et al., 2021; Machala
et al., 2013). Lukes et al. explained that peroxynitrous acid/peroxynitrite (ONOOH/ONOO−) is an unstable molecule that
degrades into nitrate or in part, and more importantly, to OH• and NO•

2 radicals. The antibacterial effect of peroxynitrous
acid is primarily attributed to the production of these radicals, particularly OH• radical. OH• radical reacts with the
phospholipids in the bacterial cell membrane, creating pores that lead to bacterial decay (Lukes et al., 2014; Xu et al.,
2021).

Previous studies suggested that RONS are responsible for the inactivation of bacteria, particularly through the action
of NO and OH• radicals. These radicals can break down cell membranes and DNA structures, leading to cell death (Zhang
et al., 2016). ROS, particularly H2O2 and OH•, can damage the structures of cell membranes and peptidoglycan bonds. PAW
treatment can increase the leakage of cell membrane components such as extracellular DNA and intracellular proteins.
The DNA damage can arrest the cell cycle, and increased oxidative stress is observed due to the presence of ROS, including
superoxide ions (Dolezalova and Lukes, 2015). H2O2 is the main long-lived ROS in PAW, but short-lived ROS, such as OH,
O, and 1O2 and O−

2 also contribute indirectly to the increased ORP and oxidative stress to cell membranes and inner cell
constituents. The effectiveness of PAW against bacteria is believed to be mainly due to the combined effects of low pH
and high ORP that facilitate specific reactions, such as ONOOH formation (Eq. (3)) and its decay to OH radicals (Machala
et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020a).

RNS, such as NO radicals and their products, also contribute to the high ORP of PAW. RNS typically reduce the
pH value of PAW and diffuse into bacterial cells, leading to bacterial inactivation. For example, the presence of NO in
PAW can disperse biofilms and make the cells more susceptible to inactivation by antimicrobials (Zhou et al., 2020).
Nitrites contribute to the formation of radicals by peroxynitrite formation (Eq. (3)) and decay, as mentioned previously.
Furthermore, nitrite is antibacterial by itself, especially in acidic conditions, known as acidified nitrite (Traylor et al., 2011),
which is in fact the undissociated form of nitrous acid HNO2 at pH under its pK a = 3.4 (Machala et al., 2018).

It should also be noted that if bacteria solutions are directly treated by plasma discharges, which is also our
experimental condition presented here, the electric field of the discharge couples with the chemical PAW processes and
enhances the antimicrobial effects. This was demonstrated in Mentheour and Machala (2022), where pulsed electric field
synergized with RONS in PAW to enhance bacteria killing, and the effect was especially pronounced when significant
concentrations of H2O2 and NO−

2 at acidic PAW conditions were present in the PAW and lead to ONOOH formation.
We can hence assume that the electric field effect may contribute to antibacterial effect of RONS in the PAW also in the
experiments presented here. However, despite extensive research worldwide, the specific detailed mechanisms underlying
the antibacterial activity of PAW and direct plasma effects, and the individual contributions of specific reactive species
are still not fully understood.

Furthermore, water treatment by the FDBD reactor raised the PAW temperature to approximately 45 ◦C during the

optimum treatment time of 20 min per 1 litre (Fig. 3) and even higher for longer treatment times. To evaluate the
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Fig. 8. Bacterial log reduction, Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP) [mV], and pH measured in (a) 1 l S. epidermidis or E. coli bacterial solution, and
(b) 3 l bacterial solution, after plasma treatment using the FDBD reactor.

bactericidal effects of the increased water temperature, we conducted a control experiment where we heated the BS
while stirring using the same heating rate depicted in Fig. 3, but without plasma. The results showed that the heating
process had a negligible impact on the antibacterial effect: heating 1 l of the BS to 45 ◦C and 55 ◦C within 20 and 30 min
esulted in a reduction of the bacteria population by 0 and 0.3 log, respectively. However, increasing the temperature
s recognized as a factor that supports the susceptibility of bacteria to plasma treatment and enhances their membrane
ermeabilization. In addition, elevated temperatures can enhance the kinetics of PAW chemistry, potentially limiting the
acteria’s ability to repair damage resulting from RONS chemistry, so it cannot be neglected. However, up to optimum
reatment time of 20 min per 1 l BS, the temperature effect was not responsible for the bacteria inactivation.

The results shown here (Figs. 7 and 8) confirmed that the optimum plasma treatment time for 1 l water in the FDBD
eactor is 20 min, while the input voltage and water flow rate were kept at 220 V and 1.75 l min−1, respectively. This
ptimum point of plasma treatment time indicates the minimum level of power consumption by the reactor per litre
reated wastewater, which is needed to obtain maximum concentrations of nitrites and H2O2 in the PAW accompanied
ith a strong bactericidal effect. We also observed that the optimum time exhibits a linear scaling with the volume of
astewater treated in plasma. After this point (longer treatment times), the peroxynitrite mechanism quickly consumed
2O2 and NO−

2 and the bactericidal effect of PAW was saturated.

.4.3. Seed germination improvement
In vitro cultivation of barley seeds was performed in Petri dishes using the plasma treated BS (representing contami-

ated water) by the FDBD reactor. The germination % of seeds cultivated in the PAW as a function of plasma treatment time
valuated after 4 days is depicted in Fig. 9 for both PAW generated from 1 and 3 l plasma treated BS. As shown in Fig. 9(a),
he PAW produced for 1 l BS increased the germination % from 60 up to >80%. These effects are observed after 25 min
lasma treatment time. The trend of germination % using 3 l plasma-treated BS in Fig. 9(b) matches the trend observed in
ig. 9(a), while the plasma treatment time is multiplied by 3. This is the same behaviour observed in the previous sections
or the RONS concentrations variation at different plasma treatment times for 1 and 3 l BS. It indicates that improvement
f the seed germination % is probably due to RONS accumulation in seeds in the early stages of imbibition, which was
lready reported for several plant species (Bailly, 2004; Schopfer, 2001). However, unlike saturation of bactericidal effect
t 20 min (1 l BS), the germination percentage kept increasing with treatment time even after the optimum time point.
his corresponds to NO−

3 production that also further increased with treatment time, which seems to be favourable for
nhanced seed germination as a key nitrogen source for the seedlings.
Fig. 10 shows the germinated barley seeds soaked in the PAW (prepared from BS treatment) in comparison with the

eeds soaked by control BS or normal tap water. The germination % of seeds cultivated in the BS and the tap water
as observed up to 45% and 60%, respectively. The direct application of S. epidermidis bacteria-contaminated wastewater

or seed germination poses multiple concerns, as high concentrations of S. epidermidis can adhere to seed surfaces,
otentially impacting seed germination and seedling health. This bacterium’s ability to form biofilms around the seeds
ay result in competition for nutrients, toxin production, tissue damage, and hindered seedling growth. Furthermore, if

he contaminated wastewater contains plant pathogenic bacteria or fungi, the presence of S. epidermidis could facilitate
he transmission of these pathogens to the seeds or seedlings (Fendri et al., 2013; Bharagava and Chandra, 2010).

The comparison of the germination % provided by the PAW with the control ones shows that the increase in
ermination % by the PAW samples was at least by 40% and in the best case it could reach up to 90%. The samples
AW 40, PAW 50, PAW 60, and PAW 70 in Fig. 10 were provided from 3 l plasma-treated BS by the FDBD reactor in 40,
0, 60, and 70 min plasma treatment times, respectively.
The positive effect of the PAW on seed germination can be caused by the effects of reactive oxygen species, such as
O , or reactive nitrogen species, such as NO− and NO−, which can stimulate germination and break seed dormancy.
2 2 2 3
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Fig. 9. Germination percentage of barley seeds that soaked with PAW produced in the FDBD reactor from (a) 1 l bacteria suspensions, and (b) 3 l
bacteria suspensions.

Fig. 10. The germination using the bacteria suspensions (BS), tap water (TW), and plasma-activated water (PAW) provided from BS plasma treatment
at different plasma treatment times (min) for barley seeds soaking.

This effect of PAW treatment on the seed’s germination enhancement confirms the previous reports in this area (Naumova
et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2020). The use and transport of RONS in seeds are intricate processes. RONS, including H2O2,
NO−

2 , NO
−

3 , and ammonia (NH+

4 ), produced in PAW, have been found to have beneficial effects on seed germination and
seedling growth. The elevated levels of ROS in PAW can induce cracking of the seed coat, facilitating improved absorption
of water and nutrients (Zhou et al., 2019). PAW also safeguards membrane lipids by boosting antioxidant enzyme
activities and reducing the accumulation of malondialdehyde (MDA). H2O2 may stimulate respiration and metabolic
activities by the production of O2 during the catalase scavenging of H2O2. H2O2 in PAW activates genes associated
with catalase (CAT) synthesis, thereby enhancing seed germination (Zhou et al., 2020). H2O2 can traverse plant cell
membranes through diffusion and aquaporins, membrane proteins that aid in water transport (Bienert et al., 2006). It
can also etch the seed’s coat and facilitate the water diffusion, or it may oxidize germination inhibitors (Ogawa and
Iwabuchi, 2001). Furthermore, seeds possess an enhanced capacity to detoxify H2O2 during the processes of imbibition
and germination. Thus, the impact of PAW on seed germination depends on the response of seed metabolism to H2O2,
encompassing antioxidant enzyme activity and cellular signalling (Kučerová et al., 2019). Additionally, NO−

3 can function as
a signalling molecule, promoting the expression of genes involved in NO−

3 transport proteins and nitrate/nitrite reductase
genes for NO−

3 assimilation (Polesskaya et al., 2004). Moreover, NO−

2 may also serve as a potential source of essential
nitrogen (Kučerová et al., 2019). The diverse array of reactive species, with their varying concentrations, may contribute
to the diverse outcomes observed in seed responses to PAW treatment, although the precise mechanisms remain only
partially understood.
13
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It should be noted that the electric field component may play a role in breaking seed dormancy and stimulating
ermination when seeds are directly exposed to the plasma. In our experiments the seeds were incubated only in PAW,
ithout being directly exposed to the plasma. Thus, the increased germination effect can only be attributed to the RONS
ffect coupling with reduced bacterial population in the treated bacteria solutions. Although the exact mechanisms of
AW reactive species effects on seed physiology are not completely understood, the RONS in PAW may act as positive
ignal molecules to alleviate seed dormancy and stimulate seed germination by involving in abscisic acid/gibberellic acid
ignalling pathways or other mechanisms (Kučerová et al., 2019; Jeevan Kumar et al., 2015).

. Conclusions

Energy efficient microbial decontamination process and sustainable agriculture both represent emerging global issues
pen to new technology solutions. Atmospheric-pressure non-thermal plasma represents a promising technology for
astewater treatment and recycling. In this study, we investigated chemical and bactericidal effects induced in regular
ap water contaminated with S. epidermidis or E. coli bacteria representing microbial contamination by a new Fountain
ielectric Barrier Discharge (FDBD) reactor with liquid electrode. For both bacteria samples the bacterial reduction results
sing the FDBD reactor were very similar. The FDBD reactor was used to treat bulk quantity water (contaminated
y bacteria) by non-thermal plasma. The air DBD plasma treatment led to the water acidification and increase of the
xidation–reduction potential and electrical conductivity, along with the production of Reactive Oxygen and Nitrogen
pecies (RONS): nitrites, nitrates, and hydrogen peroxide in the liquid. Using Response surface methodology, the optimum
lasma treatment time as a main parameter of the reactor operation for producing maximum level of nitrites and
eroxides in the liquid was determined, which was accompanied by strong bactericidal effect. After the optimum plasma
reatment time, a sharp drop in pH was observed and nitrites were quickly oxidized to nitrates, while the bactericidal
ffect saturated. It was also observed that the optimal treatment time shows a linear correlation with the volume of
astewater processed by plasma. The plasma activated water, even produced from the bacteria-contaminated water, also
timulated the germination of seeds, as demonstrated on barley seeds in in vitro conditions. The germination percentage
f seeds soaked in the PAW after the optimum plasma treatment time increased up to 85%, while the starting germination
using control tap water and the bacteria suspensions were 60% and 45%, respectively. The results demonstrate that the
ontaminated water treatment by the FDBD reactor not only shows a promising bactericidal effect (up to 7-log reduction),
ut also provides sufficient concentrations of RONS in the treated liquid to enhance the germination of barley seeds by
ore than 20%. It opens new plasma technology potential for a scalable treatment of microbially contaminated wastewater

or its further reuse as a fertilizer solution in sustainable agriculture.
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